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B

efore I left my corporate gig last year, a co-worker committed suicide. We weren’t close and he had ruffled a
lot of feathers(including mine), although he did so in such a hilarious and intelligent manner that you could
never truly hate the guy. He joked a lot, often in a mean way, but you could get a sense of the sadness within.
He was a loving husband and father, but the guy was broken in some way and you could see him white-knuckling
through the day. This affected me – and not simply in the usual a-tragedy-makes-you-act-or-think- differently-fora-few-weeks way. I didn’t want to let myself get to his destination – the spot where the tectonic plates of
depression, anxiety, and obligation collide to wreck your planet. I was grinding, and grinding hard – the mental
maladies would feed the physical maladies, which would then worsen the mental maladies and I eventually became
a snake eating its tail. I had a gravitational collapse, but I’m finding my way back to a normal orbit now.
I spend too much time analyzing the aspects of existence, but I’m not smart enough to be much more than a faux
philosopher. But importantly, this angst connects me with books – where all the greats of our species’ history meet
to share with us their wisdom on all the same things we’ve been grappling with since jumping out of trees and
walking upright. This connection fuels a passion that I hope makes me halfway decent at this game.

What has this to do with selling you a book? Obviously, you share an interest in the written word. It helps to make
our insignificant(from a universal scale at least) existence more bearable and adds a fair bit of joy. And since
humans crave tangibility - it’s not enough to know what Thoreau or anyone else said - we have to own the physical
manifestation of their spirit. I’m your man on the ground, hustling to find you pain-easing and joy-inducing objects.

Writing and thought is art – and art connects us to that ever-indescribable pulsation of existence. I think you
should know who I am by sharing a look into my psyche - not because I’m special, but so my approach and
perspective to this game can assuage any worries you may have about my credibility and sincerity. I want to go
beyond the usual fluff found in the “about us” section. Every book that I present has stirred me, and I greatly hope
that it does the same in you. Many times, books I haven’t even read have this same effect. As trite and cheeseerrific as it sounds, to me it doesn’t matter if you’ve read something to tatters or just casually read a quote from the
book – if that can jumpstart your inner pulsation towards a betterment of your life in any way, that’s a win. I hope
and trust you can find something in the following to instigate an existential tremor.
P.S.

I know my photo game needs work – with time I plan to improve this…

My catalogs and postings are my creative outlet - filled with random psychological, anxiety-cocaine fueled solar
flares. I hope that the books will speak for themselves, but apologies if you find these ramblings unbecoming of a
proper bookseller, businessman, or well adjusted human. Maybe it’s poser or simply a mental breakdown
happening onscreen, but I like uninhibitedly writing. I’m not fully sane, but sane enough to know what doesn’t
look sane, so thank you dear reader for reading this.
2.2017

If young Metro don't trust you I'm gon' shoot you
Just want to feel liberated, I, I, I
I just want to feel liberated, I, I, I
If I ever instigated I am sorry
Tell me who in here can relate, I, I, I

L’Entr’aide: un Facteur de
L'Evolution (Mutual Aid: A Factor
of Evolution)
Peter Kropotkin

F

1906, Paris

rom the founding father of Anarchist Communism.
First French edition in original wrappers – preceded
by a 1902 English edition. Upper wrapper nearly fully split
with an inartful repair, contemporary darkened parchment
covers, chips to head and foot of spine, moderately slanted,
and pages toned – overall a good copy of a pretty fragile
work. $225
Kropotkin's most famous book – it maintains that
cooperation within a species has been a historical factor
in the development of social institutions, and in fact, that
the avoidance of competition greatly increases the chances
of survival and raises the quality of life. He contended that
mutual aid is a factor that is both biological and voluntary in
nature, and is an enabler of progressive evolution. Without
it, life as we know it could not exist. (Mason)

-You’ve done a great job this year, lots of fancy excel sheets, on time and such, good on you!
We’re gonna step you up a level and give you some more moneyThank you! Thank you! I thank you for this money and this work, thank you for allowing me to
purchase housing and food so that I may continue to live and keep my flesh in working order
– I wish to continue my living journey on this planet-

What Might Have Been:
The Story of a Social
War

F

Ernest Bramah
1907, London

irst edition of an important early dystopian novel. Very
good in very good scarce jacket (spine and margins
darkened, some chipping to ends and corners, a bit of edge
wear, short tear at spine foot, 1x2” piece missing from lower
corner of front panel). Those issues notwithstanding, the
jacket is integral, desirable, and rarely seen – this copy the
only one at auction since its publication. Ten other copies in
libraries around the country and as always these include
ones without a jacket and in horrific condition – and also
fine copies in fine jackets (unlikely…). $2,875

We live in troubling times - a few years of indifference, blind greed, and alternative facts away from slipping into
a deeper Orwellian reality. This distilment is apropos, Nineteen Eighty-Four is about a government that is gaslighting a
nation, and a nation that shrugs when confronted with gaslighting."(Chris Taylor)

Dystopia is a word that is permeating our lives and with good reason. Bramah's book is a novel describing the
overthrow of a democratic British government, along with some cool future tech dreams like flying trains. It's not a
great story on its own, but it has the important distinction of being an influential work. Orwell credited this book as an
inspiration for Nineteen Eighty-Four. While Bramah won't achieve the heights of Orwell, he deserves recognition and
remembrance for influencing one of the 20th century's most consequential writers.

Chancellor: You are obsolete, Mr. Wordsworth!
Wordsworth: A lie, no man is obsolete!

Chancellor: You have no function, Mr.Wordsworth. You're an anachronism, like a ghost from another time....
Wordsworth: I am nothing more than a reminder to you that you cannot destroy truth by burning pages!

Chancellor: You're a bug, Mr.Wordsworth. A crawling insect. An ugly, misformed, little creature, that has no purpose
here, no meaning!
Wordsworth: I am a human being...

Chancellor: You're a librarian, Mr.Wordsworth. You're a dealer in books and two cent finds and pamphlets in closed
stacks in the musty finds of a language factory that spews meaningless words on an assembly line. WORDS, Mr.
WORDSworth. That have no substance, no dimension, like air, like the wind. Like a vacuum, that you make believe have
an existence, by scribbling index numbers on little cards.
Wordsworth: I don't care. I tell you: I don't care. I'm a human being, I exist... and if I speak one thought aloud, that
thought lives, even after I'm shoveled into my grave.

Chancellor: Delusions, Mr. Wordsworth, DELUSIONS!! That you inject into your veins with printer's ink, the narcotics
you call literature: The Bible, poetry, essays, all kinds, all of it are opiate to make you think you have a strength, when
you have no strength at all!!! You are nothing, but spindly limbs and a dream, and The State has no use for your kind!!!!
(Calming down)You waste our time, Mr. Wordsworth, and you're not worth the waste. Instruct him!

The Devil

F

Leo Tolstoy
1926, New York

irst English translation of a posthumous, semiautobiographical work based on Leo's own sexual
temptations. The unclipped jacket is rare – a scuffmark
to the cover, general rubbing/small stains else very good.
The book is a bit slanted with dustiness to the edges, and a
shroud of Turin effect from the jacket on the front cover but
overall very good – one of the coolest pieces of early dust
jacket art. $245

Jerry: Please, please, Isabel? She is the most despicable woman I have ever met in my life. I have never been so repulsed
by someone mentally and so attracted to them physically at the same time. It's like my brain is facing my penis in a chess
game. And I'm letting him win.
George: You're not letting him win. He wins till you're forty.
Jerry: Then what?

George: He still wins but it's not a blowout.

If young Stalin don’t trust ya, I’m gon’ shoot ya…
drop tops, cookin’ up porridge in the gu lag lag lag

Lessons of October 1917

F

Leon Trotsky
1924, Berlin

irst edition, offprint – previously appeared as the preface
to the first volume of Trotsky's collected works. Some
scattered rubbing/staining to covers, otherwise a very
good, sound copy in original wrappers. One copy each at
Duke and Harvard with 3 others appearing at auction in the
last 80 years. Rare. $1,975
Trotsky wrote this history of the struggle within the
Bolshevik Party that occurred from February to October
of 1917 and linked it to the failure of the Soviet-inspired
German Communist uprising of 1923. It was immediately
denounced by Josef Stalin and his henchmen. (University of
Glasgow)

-George Bush was president, and he helped handle the fall of the USSR. Meanwhile, my dad was moonlighting at Domino’s
to help pay for my oh-so slick Catholic school educ-ma-cation. A lovely nun once gave me an old wooden cross that I still
have today even though I don’t believe in Jesus anymore. I’m hanging with him at the pizza shop and the guys are talking
to me. I’m telling jokes – where I got them I don’t know – something involving Bush and the moon. I was on some weird shit
even back then. What got into me, I was too shy for that sort of social behavior – pizza to the brain.

On Lenin

F

Leon Trotsky
1924, Moscow

irst edition. Moderate spine chipping, scattered
staining/marks and Russian library stamps. A very good,
internally clean sound copy – four copies found on OCLC and
none in the auction records. Rare. $1,975
Written by Trotsky a few months after Lenin’s death as a
biographical sketch and to begin combatting oncoming
Stalinism. Stalin’s grip on Soviet Russia was tightening
and Trotsky was only a few years away from being exiled.
(University of Glasgow)

-Bro is this the first catty written high? At least openly for y’all –kick ass
Blakeney prolly did it back whenever – dude is hilarious mad genius man – fuck
man I need to know all his knowledge

Le Fantôme de l'Opéra
(in original untouched wrappers)

A

Gaston Leroux
1910, Paris

classic of gothic fiction and a cultural icon. First book
edition. Uncut in original unrestored wrappers, about a
1-inch split along bottom of front joint, tiny closed tear at
bottom of front cover; internally clean w/Brentano's label at
rear. The front wrapper and spine have faded from greyish
blue to grey. Withal, a very nice, barely touched copy and
rare as such.

Only one other copy has appeared at auction since its
publication. I've seen a couple of others matching the points
of this copy floating around the nether realms of the web and
an institution copy, but all of them were trashed or rebound.
A very difficult title for which to find reliable information
– surprisingly there is no comprehensive bibliography for
either Leroux or Pierre Lafitte publishing house and I’ve
bothered a large number of reliable French nationals in
search of both – but here is the best that I've been able to
track down.
First published as a serialization in Le Gaulois from
September 23, 1909, to January 8, 1910, this first book form
appeared in bookstores on March 26, 1910. (Oxford Journal)No
debate here.

E

ven the printing process is a relative mystery. So while I use the term "printing," issue may actually be the
correct term. First printing meeting the following hallmarks:

- The cover is greyish blue, with the phantom's eyes and part of his face colored red. Pierre Lafitte's monthly
magazine announced the cover of the book as being by Adolphe Cossard and mentioned that it was "colorful.”
- Copyright page mentions ‘Du même auteur, en préparation “Le fauteuil hanté”’- not necessarily telling as this
work was published in book form in 1911.

- Typo on page 400 "fatal rocher" instead of "fatal nocher" such as properly mentioned in Le Gaulois serial(1909).
This error appears in later printings so again, not necessarily a priority.

- A "fausse mention d'édition" on the list of author's works, a common French technique to boost sales - touting the
book as already in "12 édition,” “15 édition," or "30 édition.” Ultimately this is the most crux worthy point of note.
In the world of early 20th century French publishing, exaggeration was the exercise of the day - with the aim of
whipping up customers anxious to not miss out on the next great thing. The lowest number I've seen is 12 edition,
with later printings having larger numbers like 30 edition. While this salesmanship technique doesn't necessarily
rely on the size of the number, it doesn't pass the logic test that the publisher would tout a huge print run quite so
soon into the release. Therefore a smaller number is in keeping with a “realistic” early run attempt to drum up
sales.

To sum up - there is no smoking gun bibliography to put this mystery to bed, but to sweeten the pie, it's in
superlative condition, color shift notwithstanding. The first print run probably didn't exceed a few thousand
copies. Many were immediately bound, without the illustrated covers, as was customary at that time. Most of the
few surviving copies in these fragile illustrated wrappers are generally in poor condition - to be mangled and
tossed into the Seine. $15,800
A great debt of thanks goes to Raj Shah of Oxford for his excellent research and gracious patience.

It’s about 1996 or 97 – I’m at the Curran Theatre in San Francisco watching the adaptation with my mother. **Waves
don’t die baby** High school is around the corner, my acne hasn’t cleared up – I’m nervous, scared, they probably will
divorce soon as I’m going to start a new school**medicinal grade weed is uncapping everything in the skull** I don’t
know how I feel about this musical – she loves it, she’s gonna listen to the soundtrack over and over on our 12 mile one
way car rides to school – I’m learning all the lyrics **this is a god dream**I can’t go back to anything – would I even?

A Book of Princeton Verse II, 1919
(in a money dust jacket)
F. Scott Fitzgerald [Henry Van Dyke, Morris Croll, Maxwell
Burt, James Creese, Jr. (editors)]
1919, Princeton

F

itzgerald's first appearance in book form featuring
three early poems Marching Streets, The Pope at
Confession, and My First Love.

First edition in the rare jacket, particularly rare in this
superlative condition – light soiling on spine, short tear at
one fold, else a fine, beautiful example covering a near fine
book with cloth boards a touch bowed and one crease to the
front cover. Just a few appear in sales records in the last 50
years and only one had a jacket this nice. $2,875
This volume appeared one year before This Side of
Paradise launched him into fame…

“Death slays the moon and the long dark deepens, Hastens to
the city, to the drear stone-heaps, Films all eyes and whispers on
the corners, Whispers to the corners that the last soul sleeps.”

Flawless victory – finish him! Up up down down left right up, high kick+low punch – super Nintendo ‘94

***
I think we were in the car and with our forlornness and love and youthful mysticism combining to make the most beauteous
creation the universe had seen in its 13.82 billion years – we became a supernova seen on distant planets – I love you

Introduction to Kiki of Montparnasse

A

Ernest Hemingway
1930, New York

rare piece of Hemingway-ana. One of 25 copies printed
on January 22, 1930 to secure copyright. A fine copy
– original printed wrappers housed in collector's chemise
and cloth slipcase. $7,875

This was 30 year old Hemingway's first such work - an
introduction to Alice Prin's forthcoming English translation of
her memoirs. Alice "Kiki" Prin was the personification of Lost
Generation bohemian life in 1920s Paris - Man Ray's lover
and muse for years, she rolled with the likes of Ernest - what
a hell of a time as seen in Woody Allen's Midnight in Paris.

you’re like a neighborhood jewel
All the homeboys sweat ya, so you’re crazy cool. Kiki, Angela, Pamela, Renee
I love you, you’re from around the way

A

note on the publisher – Edward W. Titus was the
publisher and founder of the Black Manikin Press.
A Polish-born American citizen, he set up a bookshop in Paris
in 1924 that became a gathering place for expatriate writers.
Titus began publishing books under the imprint Black
Manikin Press in 1926, including a version of Lady
Chatterley's Lover in 1929. Titus also assumed ownership
and editorship of the magazine This Quarter in 1929. Both
the press and the magazine were short-lived and ended in
1932. The press had published twenty-five books by this
time.(Emory University)

The White Peacock

F

D.H. Lawrence
1911, New York

irst edition, first issue (copyright date 1910 on title
page verso) of Lawrence's first novel that appeared on
January 19th, 1911 – one day before the English printing.
The English printing consisted of 1500 copies while the
number for these Duffield first editions is unknown.
Modest dust staining/marks to top edge and faint staining
on middle of rear cover running onto spine. Rear hinge
mildly tender, but still a very sound copy in near fine
condition. Once rarely seen in the wild but now a bit more
commonly seen. However, this one is assuredly a superior
example – held up against both current and historical
comps. Housed in custom case. $8,675

-Get these two DHLs now for a veritable song before the next gen
equa-smut intellectual off beater lovers get into rare books -

The Rainbow
(Lawrence's confidants’
copy)

F

D.H. Lawrence
1915, London

irst edition. Some edge dustiness, covers a bit over
opened, a bit slanted, but all in all a very good copy with
an interesting association. Bookplate of Sir Charles Philip
Huntington, 3rd Baronet, along with signatures of Barbara
Low(close friend and confidant of Lawrence) and Catherine
Carswell(Scottish author, biographer and journalist that was
also a close friend of Lawrence. She lost her job after a
positive review of this book). Despite almost half of the 2527
first printing copies being destroyed by censors, this book is
easily found on the market. However, this sort of association
is rare. $1,775

“Immoral representations of sexuality… sexual perversion... a mass of obscenity
of thought, idea and action throughout, wrapped up in language that would be
regarded in some quarters as an artistic and intellectual effort”

Le Mythe de Sisyphe (The Myth of Sisyphus)

F

Albert Camus
1942, Paris

irst edition, "service de presse" review copy. Original
wrappers and rare such. When this book does turn up,
it's usually been rebound. One of Camus's three giant works
(L'Etranger and La Peste). A money copy – some spots of
rubbing, edge spots, bit of light general wear else a strong
near fine copy. A consequential work of the 20th century
and a personal favorite.

Imagine Sisyphus happy…♪, ♫ Hop out the suicide with the uuuzi ♪, ♫
It’s Wrestlemania in my room, main event is me vs my hulk Hogan stuffed doll – I’m on the top rope with the crowd cheering
my name, a woman’s voice keeps piercing the crowd, meatloaf, they keep screaming my name! I’m goin for my finishing
move, elbow off the top dresser rope, he leaps!!!

“Camus believes that the world is absurd – that we are born
by chance, live by encounter, and die by accident. Although
we crave happiness on earth and immortality after death,
the disproportion between desire and fulfillment defines the
absurd. An absurd world is a world without necessity, without
purpose, and without essence. Whatever meaning it has, we
ourselves have to provide it. Existentialists believe that, because
there is no a priori morality, men’s choices and actions fill the
void that was left by the disappearance of God. However, says
Camus, man’s forlornness should not be construed as a source
of despair. On the contrary, God’s death should be viewed not as
tragedy but as liberation – and it is this newly found freedom
that gives men and women the strength to invent themselves.
In an absurd world all choices are possible, even suicide.”
(Stoltzfus) $5,875

Arts, Métiers et Cultures de La
Chine
(Arts, Trades and Cultures of China)

A

Pierre d’ Incarville
1814-15, Paris

fascinating and beautiful work published during a time
when many regions of Asia were beginning to become
more tangibly accessible and the wild creations of the
European imagination began meeting reality.

Extremely rare original wrappers. First edition, 1814-15. Two
parts in one volume, 24 double-page hand colored engravings,
general modest wear and spotting, splits along the spine(but
signature threads holding the book together), with old
university library label. Housed in custom case. Eight copies
found in institutions across the world and most are rebound.
Only one copy besides this one has appeared at auction since
1860 and it was rebound.

Pierre d'Incarville was a Jesuit missionary to Beijing and sent
back numerous reports to academic societies. As an amateur
botanist, he also sent seeds and was the first European to
provide detailed descriptions of kiwis. The illustrations in this
work were executed from d'Incarville's original drawings
made during his stay in China. The publisher Nepveu was also
the Parisian publisher of Jean-Baptiste Joseph Breton. Between
1811-1818, Breton published a series of travel books that
were the precursors to modern travel guides and this work
was made in that spirit(China on Paper/Reed). $2,675
-Cross country travel trip with the mom and dad – hand me a soggy sandwich from the cooler behind you, son – oh that
smell, yuck – almost to Springfield, good thing we have all these fold out Rand maps, don’t wanna get lost on the way to
Lincoln’s grave-

Voyages and Travels of an Indian
Interpreter and Trader (in rare original boards)

F

John Long
1791, London

irst Edition. Uncut in original paper covered boards,
scattered rubbing/staining to covers and edges,
professionally re-backed with original spine laid down,
internally very clean and wide margined – preserved in
cloth folder and morocco-backed cloth slipcase. A complete
copy – with list of subscribers, errata leaf, folding engraved
map of Canada (with light offsetting), title page lightly
spotted – overall a solid, very good copy and quite rare in
original boards.
Starting in 1768, Briton John Long spent nearly twenty
years immersed amongst the Mohawk and other Native
Tribes while engaged in the fur trade. An important and
fascinating piece of early Americana, it shed light on Indian
life and the critical fur trade. Think The Revenant – only
earlier, without a vicious grizzly mauling, and backstabbing
Tom Hardy. $5,975

I bomb atomically, Socrates’s philosophies
And hypotheses can't define how I be droppin' these
Mockeries, lyrically perform armed robbery
Flee with the lottery, possibly they spotted me
Battle-scarred shogun, explosion when my pen hits

Moby Dick ( Jim Morrison's copy)

A

Herman Melville
New York, 1851

book with well-detailed literary significance. Copies
are always available, but seldom seen with any sort of
additional historical significance. Jim Morrison certainly
qualifies as a significant figure, influencing countless artists
and fans across the globe to this day. A poetic spirit that
made an important mark on Rock n' Roll, he loved reading
and often spoke of its power. This copy was with him during
his last days in Paris(removed from his flat after his untimely,
sketchy death and kept with his long time girlfriend Pam
Courson’s family). One can certainly deduce that he handled
this copy a fair amount of time and treasured it as a key book
in literary history.
Original publisher's brown cloth with circular device on
cover, complete with 6 pages publisher's ads at rear. Rebacked with original spine laid down, wear to the corners,
but overall a very good copy and save some scattered light
foxing, the text is remarkably clean. Owner signature at front
endpaper dated 1890.
Prettier copies are out there, and even though I live in LA or
maybe because I live in LA, I'll take the girl with depth of soul
over the ubiquitous superficially attractive ones. Why do we
pursue such an odd course of action as book collecting - to be
the temporary safe keepers of history and something
meaningful to our trifling existence. As an all around good
guy once told me, it's about the vibrations of history…

Sun don’t shine in the shade (turn me up!)
Bird can’t fly in a cage (turn me up!)
Even when somebody go away (turn me up!)
The feelings don’t really go away
That’s just the waaaaave (yeah)

When you hold this book, you may find it difficult to keep your
hands steady. If you're in the market for Moby Dick or
generally a flat out cool book, then why not pick up a copy
owned by someone that had a hell of an influence on millions?
$39,500

-I wanna write some book dopeness, sell mad cool shit, then take my demons to Pareee and flame out and have book
worlders be like remember that crazy dude that sold some sick books then died? Sad, man – welp anyway, how much is the
mark up on this third ed. of harry potter or some shit?

Thoreau: The Poet Naturalist

an actual rare Thoreau book!

A

William Ellery Channing
1873, Boston

side from some small sporadic flecks on the covers, a fine
copy of William Ellery Channing's biography of Henry
David Thoreau. Contemporary Thoreau article clippings
circa 1878 and 1884 are pasted on the front pastedown.
Printed in an edition of 1500 copies – rare in this condition –
doesn’t appear in any records until 1984. $795

Channing was a close friend of Thoreau, Emerson, Alcott, and
the rest of the Transcendentalist gang. The book contains his
first hand accounts of HDT and previously unpublished
portions of Thoreau's journals.

-Fall ’02 college – American writers course – my professor is a liberal dreamer and assigns us Walden and Civil Disobedience
– look how this man lived, shunning the already burgeoning bourgeois bombardments of his day – courage – something is
brewing in our country folks – there is more to life than the accumulation of assets for assholes and ourselves – 12:15 now,
off to business class – I’ll think about this in 12 years – thanks professor temporary instructor dude-

A Greek and English Lexicon; adapted to the
Authors Read in the Colleges and Schools of
the United States, and to Other Greek
Classics
John Pickering

E

Boston, 1829 – Second edition

x-Henry David Thoreau, Sophia Thoreau, and
Stephen Wakeman.

The signature is an early one – somewhere around 22 years of
age. Thoreau had studied Greek and the classics at Harvard,
graduating in 1837 and began translating Aeschylus in his
journal circa 1839 - his translation of Prometheus Bound
would appear in the third installment of The Dial magazine in
1843. This is a young Thoreau still developing as a man and
an intellectual – obviously using this book heavily, as it
contains lengthy annotations on 16 pages – his additions of
Greek words with definitions.
Condition – good. Preliminary leaves lacking, front cover replaced
by a later cloth and contemporary leather hybrid – but it’s a sturdy
book(unlike most rare books, you can set aside your paranoia in
handling this one. Go ahead and have a pizza, then kick back with
Thoreau) and the annotations are in bold ink. It was gifted in
1874 by his devoted sister, Sophia, to the Concord Library and
later
acquired
by
superstar
collector
Stephen
Wakeman(according to the documented history of the book). The
book doesn’t need any trinkets of imaginative dressing from me,
but to go full bore, it’s more than conceivable that he brought this
along to Walden Pond along with other pieces from his library.

Wakeman was amongst the greatest collectors of all time – in
a golden era of bad and boujee collectors that continuously
one-upped each other by gobbling up the choicest pieces. He
was the OG Thoreau collector, amassing the largest, most
comprehensive assortment of HDT stuff, even a bookshelf
made by HDT – that’s next level. If you’re a book collecting
nerd with an interest in American literary icons, pick up some
auction catalogs from the turn of the century – inscribed
rarities from the greats would appear like it was another ho
hum day at the office. It’s heady stuff.

It’s the 200th anniversary of this icon’s birth. I won’t ramble
about his legend – we’re all aware. What is pertinent to
convey is that pieces like this will continue to be more
impossible to procure the longer time expands the void
between us and him. One hundred fifty stacks is significant,
but the big institutions will continue to inter these pieces leaving the collecting public out in the cold. You can pick up
nice copies of HDT’s books at anytime, even fragments of his
manuscript leaves – many of which have no lofty significance.
This piece does have such significance(a book heavily used by
a legend to shape his mind is pretty lofty) and now is your
shooting star-esque window of time to own a museum piece.
$150,000

A Boy’s Will
Robert Frost
1913, London

F

irst edition, first issue, first binding (A), of Frost's first
published book.

Original bronze pebble grain cloth, lettered in gilt, a few
minor spots of staining and rubbing, modest wear to tips, else
a near fine copy - housed in custom folding case. I Vow to
Thee, My Country(a British song based on a poem by Sir Cecil
Spring Rice circa 1921) written on rear end papers in
contemporary hand - presumably by a very patriotic, poetry
loving Englishman. This book is not as rare as it seems, but
this price is. $6,975

Mountain Interval

F

irst appearance of The Road Not Taken

Robert Frost
1916, New York

First edition, first state of this classic. Trace of darkening to
pastedowns, minor top edge spotting, minor rubbing at tips,
early ink gift inscription on endpaper, else a very good bright
copy. Dust jacket a bit rubbed with tiny losses at head and
toe of spine not affecting the lettering with ~2 inch split
along front jacket joint. Notwithstanding, an uncommonly
nice example of the jacket. $3,475

Nietzsche wrote his greatest shit while breaking down – I ain’t Neech and this trash – I know you’re laughing at my trash
I was 16 and my new older friend semi-cool guy invites me to a party he is dj’ing – wow! First party ever dude! How’d an
acne faced, awkward person get so lucky! All of my solo room dancing and singing is gonna pay huge dividends! I see you
Jennifer Grey, I see you!

Donovan’s Brain

S

Curt Siodmak
1942, New York

cant wear to head of spine, slight patina of age, else a
fine unclipped jacket covering a fine book $585

Sci-fi cult classic following the horrific results of a scientist's
experiments with a human brain. It was adapted for film in
1953 starring ex-First Lady Nancy Davis Reagan.

–so I’m blazin’ watching cnn Eighties on Ronnie, typing – some sort of party at 9 years old. Obsession with dead presidents
is well known amongst the adults – Kevin, who is on the 50 dollar bill? Why, Grant of course. And the hundred? Ben
Franklin, but he was never president. Damn this kid is sharp and so shyly well behaved, run along now.

Psycho (signed by the film’s co-star, Janet Leigh)

A

Robert Bloch
1959, New York

nice copy of a book often found in various states of
woe. Dust jacket with tape repair on verso, rubbed
along folds else near fine – book’s cheap paper browned in
margins as usual else near fine – housed in custom cloth
drop-back case.
Signed by the co-star of the film, Janet Leigh on front free
endpaper. A bad and boujee provenance. $1,785

-But that was all the past, in the future…This is my gremlin on the airplane wing catalog. I might need to be taken to the sanatorium soon but maybe somewhere
down the line, someone out there will find the damaged plate on that plane -

